PRODUCT SHEET

PerioVision Simplifeye
Can’t Get Ahead of Your Schedule? Are Your Patients Waiting
Too Long? Tap. View. Go.
Your practice is a busy, dynamic environment where different members of your
team interact with dozens of patients every day. So how do you keep track of who
your visiting patients are, where they’re located, and what they need—along with
preventing the bottlenecks and miscommunications that cost extra time and money?
Simplifeye, a PerioVision solution, provides innovative answers to these important
questions by sending active, real-time information from PerioVision about your
patients, your schedule and your team to any Apple Watch or iPhone.

The Simplifeye Watch App
•

Discretely send and receive
instant messages

•

Intelligently triage your
appointments

•
•

View your appointment and
patient details
View and respond to push
notifications and alerts from
your team

Make Everyone on Your Team More Productive
Simplifeye gives everyone on your staff the information they need to move patients smoothly
and efficiently through your practice. With Simplifeye you can:
• Get up to speed on important patient history and treatment information quickly
when you’re on the go
• Build a patient follow-up list with a few taps—and then place those calls from
whatever device happens to be most convenient
• Receive active push notifications and messages about important tasks
• Replace sticky notes, headsets, and room-to-room searches with messages sent
discreetly from Simplifeye Dashboard, iPhone or Apple Watch

Simplifeye

Provide a Personalized
Patient Experience

Traditional, Mobile, and Wearable—All Working Together to
Improve Your Practice

Simplifeye improves your ability to
interact naturally and effectively with
your patients—by giving you faster,
easier access to their information.
This includes making it easy to:

Simplifeye and PerioVision offer you the freedom to work on whatever device happens to be
most practical and available at the time—and switch seamlessly between different devices as
you move through your day.

•

Streamline workflows, and reduce
wait times

•

View patient information during
procedures

•

Reduce risks with patient
allergy alerts

•

Greet patients by name with a
glance at your wrist

The Simplifeye Dashboard

The Simplifeye iPhone App

• Send and receive instant messages
between your staff and providers
• Get live practice overview of current
wait times, patient locations and
provider assignments
• Know which providers are busy
• See upcoming appointments

• Build patient call lists with a single tap
• Make follow-up calls without revealing
your personal phone number
• View your upcoming schedule and
past appointments
• Send and receive instant messages
with your team

Stay Ahead of Your Daily Schedule
Simplifeye shows your entire clinical schedule—past, present and future. In the office,
instantly see which patient is waiting for you in the next operatory. Later out of the office,
you can check your schedule and plan your week with a glance at your wrist.

Simplify Your Practice
Make your practice more agile, responsive and productive.
Visit PerioVision.com/Simplifeye or call 646.760.1835 to learn more.
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